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START OF TAPE 1 FOLDER A (1TAPE TOTAL)  

 

Guest: North blue ones…But what we want to know from you is how you feel about your 

neighborhood? And if you have kids or nephews, nieces, grandchildren-Are there parts of the 

neighborhood where you wouldn’t let them go by themselves? Or you wouldn’t go by yourself 

because you feel it’s too dangerous or dark or whatever. Those parts of the neighborhood, if you 

could put a red dot on that-that would be very helpful. Ah. Yellow dots-we would like you to put 

on parts of the neighborhood where you feel comfortable going by yourself, but you wouldn’t let 

your children or grandchildren or nieces or nephews go by themselves. And green are parts of 

the neighborhood that you feel anybody is perfectly safe and happy walking around all by 

themselves. So, anybody have any questions because… 

 

Guest: Yes. 

P1: You said. Ah. Yellows for when you [Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Red…Just think reds bad, green’s good and yellow’s so, so. Okay! 

(Laughter) 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Yea! You know…cause…There’s teenagers. I am not talking about teenagers. You know 

they rule their own street, so. 

(Laughter) 

 

Guest: And the maps here. And now. Ah. You know… A lot of people have trouble with maps. 

Evis just told me she’s has trouble with maps. So, if you need any help like where streets 

are…But Umm. I don’t know where you all live but this is Ivory city. This is Gualidape where 

we are right now and here’s Trinidad. And I believe most of you come from one of those two 

neighborhoods? 

 

Guest: So, if you finish eating come up here and put your stickers up here. 

Guest: Com’on somebody be first. 

(Laughter) 

Guest: Good for you! Oh, you left your [Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Yea Com’on! Let the female lead the way. 



I: Yah! Yah! 

Guest: And you all can be up here together too. It doesn’t have to be one at time. 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: It’s just the [inaudible segment] the =Weedley Recreation center=. 

P2: Let me write that down. 

Guest: Red bad, green good, yellow… 

P2: Yea I know that one. 

(Laughter) 

P3: And what the yellow for? 

Guest: Yellow is for… you would walk on it but you wouldn’t let you kids…or…Ah their ok. 

Guest: That’s good. 

(Laughter) 

P1: Yea! 

P2: school… [Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Oh, Okay! That’s interesting. 

(Laughter) 

Guest: Oh you like [Inaudible segment] 

P3: You know what? 

[Cross talk] 

(Laughter) 

Guest: Well, we have plenty dots so... 

Guest: You have four places you wan to put dots. 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Yeah you can…you have the whole map to put dots. Were focusing on specifically 

=Ivory City=. This whole neighborhood. 



P1: [Inaudible segment] Okay. I pretty much feel safe any and everywhere. 

Guest: Well that’s good. 

(Laughter) 

Guest: Are there any parts of neighborhood you think little kids shouldn’t go. 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Oh good. 

P1: That’s right there on =Central Street=. 

[Cross talk] 

(Laughter) 

P2: That means good. That’s good! 

P3: What’s Semi- for =Union Station=? 

(Laughter) 

Guest: [Inaudible segment] Where the restaurants…You can get out of here. 

(Laughter) 

Guest: Okay, thank you. 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: So, Com’on. 

P4: I don’t have kids so it’s hard to say. 

[Cross talk] 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Up here…When I was here, I thought there were awful a lot of trucks. As a Matter of fact 

a couple of trucks tried to run me down. I was [Inaudible segment] 

(Laughter) 

[Inaudible segment 2 minutes missing] 

[Cross talk] 



Guest: This is really good, I like this. 

[Cross talk Inaudible] 

P3: [Inaudible segment] when the murder rate was high. There was a lot of violence going on 

around there. 

[Cross talk] 

P4: I have the same situation. 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Oh, okay! That’s exactly [Inaudible segment] 

P2: What you do Tony? 

P4: [Inaudible segment] liquor store like any other day. 

P2: Oh, okay. 

[Inaudible segment] 

Guest: Oh okay. 

P3: Because the area [Inaudible segment]. 

I: Uh huh. Oh, okay. 

[Cross talk for 8 minutes] 

(The discussion has not fully started) 

P5: You’re talking about where I wouldn’t let my son go. I threw red dots everywhere. 

(Laughter) 

P5: [Inaudible segment] 

I: Alright, well think you so much for taking part in that exercise. Um, I kind of want to start off 

by kind of referring back to that and let’s recall… There are a few places that have red dots. I see 

a lot of green dots and a lot of yellow dots. So, for those of you that did mark a couple of areas 

with red dots. I see the =Mt.Olive cemetery=. I see the intersection of =New York= and 

=Florida=. And I see the area of =Bladensburg Road= and =Maryland Avenue= as areas that you 

marked with red dots. What about those areas, that makes you feel like they might be a place, 

where they may not be safe. 



P1: Well, um. The two down there at the bottom of =Bladensburg= is a liquor store that’s 

like…seems like every time I go pass there its like police outside locking up people or just 

frisking them and stuff. And the dot that is adjacent, it’s like an intersection before you cross the 

street to go to =Safeway= in the shopping center. A lot of times, I witnessed cars that has stop 

signs… the cars just fly down =Maryland= and just keep going. So that’s my issue for that. 

I: Okay. So, both traffic issues and possible criminal activity? 

P1: Yeah. And the one I put up for New York and Florida, it’s just crazy. If you don’t know what 

you are looking for or how to cross the street, you’re going to get hit.  

I: That’s true, I agree with that. 

I: And anyone else has opinions about those two areas before we talk about the cemetery? 

(Laughter) 

I: So what about the cemetery? Is it just because its dead people there… (Laughter) or it’s just 

something else? 

P2: No, it’s just that my kids are horrified of cemeteries.  

I: Oh, um hum. Are there any other thoughts, because you weren’t the only one? Anybody else 

feel anything about the cemetery? If not, one area I thought was interesting, the =Trinidad= 

playground. I see three yellow dots and one green dot and it’s a playground. So, what’s going on 

at that playground that makes you feel kind of, I don’t know about that place? What are your 

thoughts about that? 

Dr. DeWeever:  At some playgrounds they put green spots, what do you think about that? 

(Laughter) 

Brentwood Park:   

P1:  You see a lot of homeless people, broken glasses when I take my kids. 

Dr. DeWeever:  What made you decide to purchase in this area than other areas? 

P3:  I check other areas, and I really like the =Trinidad= area.  I have been living in my home for 

now 1 year and a half. 

Dr. DeWeever:  For some of you that are living in the =Trinidad= area why rent than own? 

P1:  The opportunity to own is based on your job. 

 



Dr. DeWeever:  Do you see yourself passing your property down to your children? 

P4:  I own properties I was in the military, but me speaking I do not see that I have two daughters 

and that is not what they want. 

Dr. DeWeever:  Do you know of any home owners programs that help you with buying a home? 

P1:  Department of Housing use to have a program.  Habitat for the Humanity I believe still have 

a program. 

P2:  They still do but due to the recession a lot of programs are cut. 

Dr. DeWeever:  How do you feel about living in a Co-op Community? 

P2:  For me no. 

We need to market to the community we are living in,  New York Avenue, the billboard is 

designed for people that do not live in the area to come into the areas, they should market to us 

that is already here before having the people that do not live here. 

P3:  The government needs to do more for the community. 

Dr. DeWeever:  Any other comments, well thank you for coming out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


